WHY RSIGN?
Digitizing Workflows with E-Signatures
RSign makes e-signatures simple and makes digitizing workflows affordable.
RSign® is the simplest to use, fullest featured, and most affordable enterprise
grade web-based electronic signature service.
RSign makes it easy for signers to complete and sign documents using any
desktop or mobile web browser in an intuitive, guided signing process.
- RSign makes it easy to digitize workflows with a friendly customer success
team to advise and support process change.
Many customers choose RSign after reviewing the marketplace. They realize
RSign teams are the most accommodating, flexible, and knowledgeable.
This eases their burden of automating and digitizing complex processes.
- RSign brings expansive enterprise-grade features at a lower cost; generally,
half the cost of other full-service providers.
If you have e-signatures somewhere in your organization’s processes and
are looking at renewal options or reducing cost as you expand use, RSign
provides all the functionality that you will need at a lower cost and with a
friendlier service experience. RSign makes it easy to automate with a full set
of APIs and pre-built integrations (i.e. for Salesforce.com, Office 365).
- RSign is committed to innovating for its customers evolving needs.
There are only two enterprise-grade e-signature pure-play companies
today; RSign and one other that is more expensive and more difficult to
work with. These pure plays are driving product innovation. Other global esign vendors have been purchased by diversified companies and as typical,
once part of a larger product portfolio, innovation slows. RSign is easy to
work with, the most affordable, and a full-featured innovator.
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- RSign includes a simpler user design, a highly configurable user interface,
sharable templates, template rules and dependencies, custom workflows, real
time reporting, advanced document configurations, APIs, and much more.
RSign® has everything customers need in an e-signature service.
- RSign patents add the most robust authenticatable audit trail embedded in
the e-sign record. Track transmission data, timestamps, and signoff; all signoff
metadata may be secured into the final signoff record.
- RSign and e-signatures by RPost® are a worldwide standard, having been
used for more than a decade in more than 100 countries worldwide by
governments and businesses of all sizes.
Why RSign® services worldwide? Services are used by customers in countries
worldwide in English, German, French, Dutch, Danish, Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese, and other languages, having been deployed by global
corporations, governments and businesses of all sizes across industries.
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